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Annotasiya: Ushbu maqolada informasion madaniyatning ijtimoiy mohiyati, 

informasion jarayonlarning shakllari va namoyon bo'lishi, kelib chiqishi, genezisi va 

ilmiy ahamiyati epistemologik talqin qilingan. Olamning keng ko`lamli o`zgarishlariga 

sabab bo`layotgan omillardan biri informatsiyalarning tarqalishi, eng muhimi 

axborotlarning tog`ri yetkazib berilishi va talqin qilinishi to`g`risi ushbu maqolada tahlil 

qilingan. Insonlar orasida axborotni qabul qilish va uni tarqatish, undan foydalanish 

madaniyatini shakllantirish hamda rivojantirish haqida izlanishlar olib borilgan. 

Ommaviy axborot vostalarining informatsiya ulashishdagi o`rni va ahamiyati ko`rsatib 

o`tilgan. Ijtimoiy tarmoqlar, internet saytlari va bosma axborot vositalarining jamiyat 

hayotiga axborot madaniyatining kirib kelishida ko`rsatayotgan ta’siri o`rganilgan. 

Insonlarning axborot olishga ehtiyojidan kelib chiqib mass media vositalarini 

takomillashtirish va axborot madaniyatini ammaviy tarzda targ`ib qilish bugungi 

tadqiqot ishimizning mazmunini tashkil qiladi. 

Kalit so`zlar: informatsiya, ommaviy axborot vositalari, mass media, axborot 

madaniyati, internet saytlari, ijtimoiy tarmoqlar, geopolitika.    

Аннотация: В данной статье дается эпистемологическая интерпретация 

социальной сущности информационной культуры, форм и проявлений 

информационных процессов, происхождения, генезиса и научного значения. В 

этой статье анализируется, что одним из факторов, способствующих 

широкомасштабным изменениям во Вселенной, является распространение 

информации, а самое главное, правильность передачи и интерпретации 

информации. Проводились исследования по формированию и развитию культуры 

восприятия и распространения информации, ее использования среди людей. 

Указано место и значение средств массовой информации в обмене информацией. 

Изучено влияние социальных сетей, интернет-сайтов и печатных СМИ на 

проникновение информационной культуры в жизнь общества. Совершенствование 

средств массовой информации и популяризация информационной культуры, 

основанной на потребностях людей в получении информации, составляют 

содержание нашей сегодняшней исследовательской работы. 

Ключевые слова: информация, СМИ, масс-медиа, информационная 

культура, интернет-сайты, социальные сети, геополитика. 

Absract: In this article, epistemological interpretation of the social essence of 

information culture, forms and manifestations of information processes, origin, Genesis 

and scientific significance is made. This article analyzes that one of the factors 
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contributing to large-scale changes in the Universe is the spread of information, and 

most importantly, the correct transmission and interpretation of information. Research 

has been carried out on the adoption and dissemination of information among people, 

the formation and development of the culture of its use. The role and importance of mass 

media vosts in information sharing has been highlighted. The impact of social networks, 

internet sites and print media on the penetration of information culture into the life of 

society has been studied. Due to the need for people to acquire information, the 

improvement of mass media and the promotion of information culture in an ammo way 

constitute the content of our research work today. 

Key words: information, mass media, mass media, information culture, websites, 

social networks, geopolitics. 

Introduction: Today, it is clear that the struggle for the human heart and mind is 

becoming more intense than ever. There is a change in the ideological landscape of the 

world, the harmonization of geopolitical goals and ideological policies, the growing 

importance of ideological principles in the countries that have gained independence, and 

the globalization of ideological processes. Different ways of influencing people are 

being explored. Today, the Republic is taking comprehensive measures to develop 

science and innovation technologies, train highly qualified scientific and scientific-

technical personnel, and integrate scientific research with education and production. By 

expanding the IT industry, meeting people's needs for innovation in a matter of seconds 

is paying off. But in this regard, we must not forget the quality in pursuit of the result. 

The practical application of the law of dialectics "the transition from quantitative to 

qualitative change" in society is aimed at preventing such problems. In the words of the 

President: “At the same time, we must not forget one fact: various debates and disputes 

in the media are based primarily on the principles of fairness and impartiality, within the 

rule of law and ethics, personal prejudice and false reputation. It should not turn around, 

it should avoid insulting the person and dignity, and there should be no place for such 

negative situations in our media” [1]. 

  Literature review: In this study, more Russian, Uzbek and foreign 

philosophers, psychologists used scientific works. 

 Research Methodology: the study used the methods of critique-reflection, 

objectivity, systematic approach, diachronic and synchronous approach, innovative 

approach, analysis and synthesis, analogy, generalization, comparative analysis, 

historicity and logic unit of scientific knowledge. 

Analysis and results:  According to Bekzod Khodjayev, the concept of 

"information culture" is based on two fundamental concepts: information and culture [2: 

40b]. Therefore, there are different views on the "cultural" and "information" approaches 

to the interpretation of this concept. Cultural approach The existence of man in a society 

informed by the information culture within As a method of activity, the organization of 

the process of formation of human culture is considered to be In the context of the 

information Approach, the demand for information as a set of knowledge of all 

information activities aimed at satisfaction considered. 
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    What is information that can change the world and people? Scientists have answered 

this question as follows. For example, N. Wiener "Information is the expression of the 

content obtained from it in the process of adaptation to the external world" [3]. (Here 

information is expressed as a reflection of the external world (epistemological aspect) 

and adaptation (adaptation to it)), L. Popov: "Information is the elimination of 

uncertainty in the process of communication and communication" [4]. (This definition 

focuses on the philosophical and psychological aspects of information (communication, 

communication).) R. Ashby: "Information - the norm of structures, novelty, originality" 

[5], L.G.Switch: "The concept of information has many meanings, but in the general 

philosophical, metalinguistic sense is a set of potential, widely covered realities" [6]. 

The simplest classical definition of information is information. 

     From the above definitions, it is clear that the globalization in society is leading to 

the spread of information. It is necessary to form an information culture in the members 

of the society in order to prevent the negative impact of the information on the psyche of 

the people. 

    Due to globalization, people have the opportunity to instantly receive and own 

information that interests them. Commenting on the content of this process, the First 

President of Uzbekistan I.A.Karimov said: Today, the movement in the modern 

information space is so intense, so fast, that now, as before, yes, this event took place far 

away from us, it can not be ignored that it has nothing to do with us. A people or a 

nation in such a state of affairs will be hundreds of years behind in development”. [7] 

   The rapid spread of information is a key factor in the development of information 

technology. That is, we live in a time when the flow of information is accelerating and 

the world is able to change the mood, psyche, goals and aspirations of the people, as 

well as the whole way of thinking of mankind. We all know that ideological influence in 

the virtual world is becoming a very powerful weapon. We need to explain that the 

various socio-political, spiritual and educational forces in it serve the interests of the 

hegemon states, and the role of the Internet in capturing the minds of young people is 

great. In particular, if we look at history, “... if the violent and agressive forces of the 

world want to subjugate a nation or a country, first and foremost, it seeks to disarm it, to 

deprive it of its greatest wealth, its national values, history and spirituality. ”[8:11] 

 We make sure once again that it was not in vain. 

    Having the right information is the greatest wealth, the ability to distinguish between 

necessary and unnecessary information is the greatest wealth, the ability to disseminate 

the necessary information based on one's own scenario, or the ability to remain silent 

about it in a timely manner. 

     In the 21st century, the sphere of influence of information technologies, 

telecommunications and mass media, which are the mediators in finding the owner of 

information in a matter of seconds, is boundless. In the current situation in Uzbekistan, 

where the state guarantees equal rights and equal legal protection of all forms of 

property, the media can be divided into several types in terms of ownership, as well as 

the form of ownership: 
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1. Mass media, the founder of which is a state organization - ("Khalq so'zi", "Narodnoe 

slovo", "Pravda Vostoka" newspapers, etc.); 

2. Mass media, the founder of which is a commercial organization ("ECO" newspaper, 

etc.); 

3. Mass media, the founder of which is a non-governmental non-profit organization 

("Mahalla", "Hurriyat" newspapers, "Ijliyyat Fikir", "Human Rights" magazine, etc.); 

4. Mass media founded by political parties and movements  (“O'zbekiston ovozi”, 

“Golos Uzbekistana”, “Fidokor”, “Adolat”, “Milliy Tiklanish”, “XXI asr” newspapers, 

“Muloqot” magazine, “Birlik” newspaper tribes); 

5. Mass media, the founder of which is the mass media ("Mohiyat", "Darakchi" 

newspapers, etc.); 

6. Mass media founded by individuals (Novosti Uzbekistana newspaper); 

7. Public, founded by a regional and international non-governmental organization 

mass media (Central Asian Culture newspaper); 

8. Mass media, the founder of which is a legal entity and an individual (Turkiston-Press 

non-governmental news agency-closed joint-stock company) [9:10]. 

Globalization in the field of information and communications. Today, it is one of 

the most dynamic global processes. After World War II, Albert Einstein said, 

“Humanity experienced an atomic bomb in 1945, but at the end of the century it will 

have another important explosion - the information explosion” [10]. Information attacks 

and weapons are deliberately targeted. D. Lovtsov, a Russian expert, says: “The concept 

of information weapons includes a certain system of special disinformation technologies 

that have a destructive negative impact on the mentality, culture, spirituality, religion 

and information-technological, military infrastructure of a nation”. 

Experts say that the impact of information has the following purposes: 

disorientation, misinformation, destabilization, repression. and others. They are based on 

weakening and destroying the opponent. 

Conclusions: 

    First: in today's world of "information attacks", the formation and development of 

information culture in the minds of people is an urgent issue to protect human 

consciousness and thinking. 

   Second: We need to prevent an unhealthy environment for some members of society 

due to the widespread development of the media and the Internet. 

   Third: it is necessary to manage the behavior of young people in a positive way 

through the formation of an information culture, to expand the scope of measures to 

prevent deviations. 
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